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deal of valuable matter, but it is written throughout in the style of
a political pamphlet rather than a history. The author never loses an
opportunity of pouring forth streams of bitter rhetoric. He has hardly
a good word for any American minister in England, with the exception
of King, Rush, and C. F. Adams. While he points out with great vigour
the weak points in the American case against Great Britain he never
appreciates the strong points. In short it is too one-sided a book to be
received as authoritative. There are also considerable gaps in Mr. Smith's
list of authorities, and his method of referring to them in support of his
statements is unsatisfactory. Down to chapter xii.—that is, as far as 1812—
he makes good use of unedited despatches in the foreign office. After
that date they disappear from his list of sources. In his treatment of the
relations of the two states during the civil war he should have consulted
Mr. J. F. Rhodes's ' History of the United States' (vols. iii. and iv.),
whose dispassionate treatment of the questions at issue might have taught
him a useful lesson. He might also have used with advantage Mr.
Callahan's ' The Neutrality of the American Lakes and Anglo-American
Relations ' (' Johns Hopkins University Studies,' 1898), and Mr. Stark's
' Abolition of Privateering and the Declaration of Paris ' (' Columbia
University Studies,' 1897). J.

In the Columbia University ' Studies in History, Economics, and
Public Law,' xii. 4, 1900, Dr. C. E. Merriam has compiled the History
of the Theory of Sovereignty since Rousseau. His careful, lucid, and
very complete exposition will be welcomed as a valuable guide by students
of modern political philosophy. Such a review of the course of theory in
England, America, France, and Germany proves, as no other method
could, that history has prescribed the terms and the conclusions of the
debate; publicists have only had to find the arguments. Hobbes and
Rousseau fettered speculation with the dilemma of the sovereign govern-
ment or the sovereign people, and a century's discussion has been devoted
to eluding or modifying it. There is a thinker in Germany, and there
are those in England, who would gladly expunge the word ' sovereignty'
from the philosopher's lexicon ; at least it would be a decided gain to
make a present of it to the lawyers. Dr. Merriam's criticism of Rousseau
is rather hard and unqualified. Montesquieu's treatment of sovereignty
should certainly have been recognised in a work which deals at length
with the constitution of the United States and the debates arising there-
from. It is misleading to speak of the theory of Bossuet and Fenelon
as 'in line with' that of Bodin and Hobbes. Neither of the Mills is
mentioned in the chapter on the Austinian theory. The translations from
German are not always exactly significant—e.g. pp. 112, 117. In a
quotation from Paley in a footnote to p. 181 we should read ' rule ' for
' will.' W. G. P. S.

The history of the events which led up to the war of 1792 has been
so carefully investigated by the ablest hands, and the mass of sifted
material is so great, that a writer confined within the narrow limits of a
prize composition could hardly manage to tell us anything absolutely
novel. Much, however, remains to be done towards a fair interpretation
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of the very complex facts. In the main Mr. J. H. Clapham, in his essay
on The Catises of tJie War of 1792 (Cambridge : University Press, 1899),
has followed the guidance of Sorel, but he has also thought for himself
and to some purpose. He aims at showing that the responsibility for
the war does not lie so entirely with the revolutionary party in France as
Sybel and Taine would have us believe. He gives reasons for thinking
that the emperor Leopold showed less insight and firmness of character
than Sorel maintains. He endeavours to discriminate between what
was rational in the suspicions felt by the revolutionists and what was
exaggerated or even insane. His general conclusion appears to be that
the war of 1792 even more than most wars was the resultant of many
forces. The king, the queen, the imigres, the Feuillants, the Jacobins,
the Austrian and Prussian sovereigns and their ministers all contributed
to bring it about whether they willed or no. Everybody made calcula-
tions more or less erroneous; everybody entertained hopes more or less
groundless. Difficult as it always is to fix historic responsibility, it has
never been more difficult than in the case of the war of 1792. Through-
out Mr. Clapham evinces a power of weighing and balancing facts and
reasoning to conclusions which lead us to hope well of his future
researches. F. C. M.

Professor Arthur Kleinschmidt's volumeBayernundHessen, 1799-1816
(Berlin: Bade, 1900), in a measure supplements the same author's highly
competent' History of the Kingdom of Westphalia,' from the despatches of
the Bavarian ministers at Cassel, and adds, chiefly from those of General
von Sulzer, who represented Max Joseph's government at Darmstadt,
some interesting illustrations of political sentiment in the states of the
Confederation of the Ehine at the time of Napoleon's first and at that of
his second catastrophe. In the former part of this volume there is
nothing to alter the impression conveyed by the author's ' History' that
King. Jerome was absolutely devoid of the capacity required for uniting
to his personal interests those of any section of his subjects. Sulzer's
letters, which are curious though not particularly attractive reading, prove
considerable power of observation to be perfectly compatible with a tendency
to go wrong by sheer force of habit. But it is interesting to test the
strength of the belief in Napoleon's star by the influence which it
exercised over this cool time-server, to whom Stein and his central
administration were intolerable, and Arndt and Gorres as the imps of
destruction. There are many interesting details in these pages, but it
may remain a question whether as a whole these diplomatic gleanings
were worth publishing in an independent form. A. W. W.

In his pamphlet entitled Wer hat Moskau im Jahre 1812 in Brand
gestecht ? (Berlin: Ebering, 1900) Dr. Gantscho Tzenoff, after a careful
review of the Russian, French, and German evidence, comes to the conclu-
sion that the fire of Moscow was not caused either by Count Bostoptchin or
by the Russian inhabitants of the city. On the contrary it was caused by
the plundering of the French soldiers, and neither Napoleon nor his generals
made any serious efforts to put it down. In any case Napoleon would
have had to leave Moscow, and in any case his army must have perished.
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